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FileQuest < - Accelerated Web-based
Data Discovery
FileQuest is an advanced Web-based data discovery
solution that empowers organizations to seamlessly
perform their own data extraction, de-duplication,
filtering, processing, review and production of
documents. With our robust, fully integrated
platform, FileQuest dramatically reduces the time
required for data discovery and eliminates the need
for your organization to maintain any software or
hardware. In other words, FileQuest provides you
with accelerated data discovery on-tap with no fixed
up-front costs.

Because FileQuest was developed as an easy-to-use
flexible solution by litigation support and content
management veterans, it provides you with the
ability to process massive numbers of files in a short
period of time.
FileQuest provides the power to:

• Track all electronic evidence with an audit trail
• Maintain full administrative control
• Profile the data population with accurate page
counts
• Distribute the workload among multiple reviewers
• Support foreign text and over 400 file types,
including multimedia files
• Deduplicate email and documents
• Design flexible filters based on keywords, date
ranges, file types and other key criteria
• Enable legal workflow for review with annotation,
redaction, search and advanced tagging capability
• Run document productions, complete with bates
numbering, designation stamping and TIFF
images as desired
• Export data and images formatted for mainstream
litigation case management applications (e.g. ,
Concordance, Relativity, etc.)
At Digital Mountain, we understand that each case is
unique and you may have both small and large
discovery matters. As a result, we’ve built FileQuest to
provide a simple, flexible solution with on-demand
options at your fingertips. Please call us today to
learn how to accelerate your data discovery review
and gain a competitive edge.

• Upload and extract data regardless of operating
system or file format
• Setup a case in under a day
• Import data continuously as discovery occurs

Please contact us for your electronic data discovery needs at
(866) DIG-DOCS or info@digitalmountain.com
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